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Abstract  

 

Recently we have learned that Facebook has censored a photo of a famous prehistoric female 

figurine (Venus of Willendorf) as a pornographic image. This is an egregious case, but it is in 

the line of Facebook censorship of different manifestations of human body and sexuality. 

Behind all these cases there is an agenda, i.e.: there are Islamic notions about human body and 

human sexuality. Also this tendency correlates well with the facts of banning/deleting large 

groups of atheists/agnostics by reports of radical Muslims. Facebook is a ‘ghetto’ of SJW which 

is a derivative of Marxism, which in its turn is a ‘secular’ derivative of Abrahamic tradition, so 

the fact that Facebook follows Abrahamic attitude toward human body and sexuality is 

completely logical. All people of civilization should struggle against the forces of obscurantism. 

Nudity and sexuality aren’t sin; a tradition that inspires hatred and obscurantism is.  
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1. Introduction into the problem  

 

Facebook is now the largest social network existing upon the globe. It is generally thought to be 

a rather free and convenient platform for conversation where anybody can post almost anything; 

however, reality is slightly more complicated. If you simply post photos of your pets and your 

garden you would probably never meet any problem, but if you speak out your thoughts about 

political and religious issues or if you post pictures containing naked bodies then you can be 

banned and your account can be deleted.  

Actually, it has been well known that Facebook is generally against demonstration photo of 

naked bodies; Facebook officials say:  

 

 We remove photographs of people displaying genitals or focusing in on fully exposed 

buttocks. We also restrict some images of female breasts if they include the nipple, but we 

always allow photos of women actively engaged in breastfeeding or showing breasts with 

post-mastectomy scarring. (Nudity and Facebook’s censors…). 

 

However, Facebook bans not just candid photos of naked body which evidently can have sexual 

connotations, but also can ban such innocent image of breastfeeding that was intentionally 

edited/prepared for the Breastfeeding week upon Facebook, i.e.: the image had no sexual 

connotation at all, but it was censored (Edwards 2015).  

Also Facebook can censor rather an innocent picture of same sex kissing (Lee 2011).  

Moreover, Facebook can ban art; an illustrative example is, for instance, famous case of 

suspending an account for posting a photo of Courbet picture “The Origin of the World” 

(Facebook account suspended over nude Courbet painting…). The oddest issue in this situation 

is that censoring/banning art of 19
th

 century is actually against the rules which were set by 

Facebook for itself: “Facebook users may post artistic images of nudity and sexuality, so long as 

the work was created in a manual medium” (Steinhauer 2017). Another egregious case of 

Facebook censorship of nudity in art is the case of banning the famous photo of the ‘napalm girl’ 
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(Hovland, Seetharaman 2016). The image was shot by Nick Ut during the Vietnam War, the 

image was one of the documents that helped to stop the war, and later the image has been 

recognized worldwide as a prominent sample of modern art and won Pulitzer Prize. Another odd 

case is, for instance, censoring photo of The Little Mermaid in Denmark (Supernova 2016).  

And the most recent and glaring case is an attempt to consider a 30,000 year-old figurine known 

as Venus of Willendorf (pic. 1) as a pornographic image (Dawson 2018).  

 

Pic. 1. Venus of Willendorf (source: Dawson 2018)  

 

The figurine was found in 1908 at a Paleolithic site near Willendorf, a village in Lower Austria 

(pic. 2) (for more details see: Venus of Willendorf); now the figurine is held in 

Naturhistorisches Museum in Vienna, Austria.   

 

 
 

Pic. 2 Location of Willendorf  
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The figurine evidently isn’t considered as a sample of pornography by the society of cultural 

anthropologists and archaeologists and is openly showed to public as an outstanding sample of 

prehistoric art. 

I suppose that now it can be seen rather clearly that in Facebook there is a tendency to censor 

anything related to naked body and/or open sexuality, i.e.: all above mentioned facts are 

elements/parts of a special agenda, but not just a set of occasional/separated facts. In this short 

paper I try to disclose the roots of such tendencies.  

 

2. Some thoughts on the roots of negative attitude toward nudity and sexuality  

 

As I can see behind this agenda of restriction human body and human sexuality there is Islamic 

notion about human body and human sexuality. (Actually all Abrahamic religions show rather 

repressive attitudes toward different manifestations of human body and human sexuality, but as 

far as Islam is the freshest one, so now it is the most aggressive of them.) 

Of course, one can point on certain Islamic groups which, for instance, are rather tolerant toward 

LGBT, but all such groups exist within Western societies and they all have been seriously 

influenced by Western societies, and they all are actually considered as marginal by the most of 

Muslims belonging to more widely spread Islamic movements.  

Also my conclusions are indirectly corroborated by the facts that recently some rather large 

atheistic/agnostic groups were banned/deleted by signals of anonymous ‘friends’ who actually 

were radical Muslims offended by existence and availability of such atheistic groups for wide 

public (for more details see: Chatterjee  2015).  

From the other hand: there are some groups of radical Muslims camouflaged by the titles like, 

for instance: “comparative religion” and so on. Needless to say, such groups have nothing to do 

with real comparative religion, but are simply groups of hate. However, I am to note that 

Facebook doesn’t take in account any reports about such groups. 

Zuckerberg says: “We stood up for this because different voices -- even if they're sometimes 

offensive -- can make the world a better and more interesting place” (Chatterjee  2015). And 

Facebook policy of censorship is formed completely according to this idea: “We restrict the 

display of nudity because some audiences within our global community may be sensitive to this 

type of content – particularly because of their cultural background or age” (Nudity and 

Facebook’s censors…).  

I suppose it’s rather obvious now that in the conflict of obscurantism and enlightenment 

Facebook prefers to support obscurantism, but not enlightenment.   

Such position of Facebook is very hypocritical: a group can be allowed to speak out as far as it 

is ready to listen to the others; otherwise, a dialogue is simply impossible, i.e.: we can’t share 

same rights/opportunities to those who intended to destroy dialogue at all.  

Thus, I suppose that now it is rather clear that Facebook, being a ‘ghetto’ of SJW
1
 from the very 

beginning, willingly supports radical Muslims than Western people. It’s rather logical since 

SJW is a derivative of Marxism that in its turn also is a ‘secular’ derivative of Abrahamic 

religion/tradition, i.e.: they belong to the same sociocentric paradigm (Nonno 2015: 39, 44). An 

sociocentric tradition willingly supports another sociocentric tradition than a cosmocentric one 

(Europe is cosmocentric, see: Nonno 37 – 39). It’s completely natural to support something 

belonging to the same cultural paradigm (for more details see: Nonno 2015: 34).  

Hatred of Facebook toward different manifestations of human sexuality and human body (and 

toward art) is mostly inspired by radical Muslims. Facebook is a convenient platform for radical 

                                                           
1
 SJW – Social Justice Warrior, an abbreviation used to denote radical leftists whose activity is mostly negative 

than positive, SJW are adepts of radical multiculturalism, queer theory (immediate and ultimate deconstruction of 

genders is actually a part of SJW agenda, for more details see: Kolesnikova 2016) and so on; usually all SJW have 

very little connection with reality.  
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Muslims, they can freely and openly spread their ideas in it. And another component of the trend 

is SJW who are mostly used as local ‘friends’ by radical Muslims.  

And I am to say that such position of Facebook is against main basic principles of Western 

civilization
2
: if some people of Western world consider something as offensive/inacceptable 

they usually simply escape/don’t use it, but not try to ban it. If you don’t like same sex marriage 

don’t register same sex marriage; if you don’t like wine – don’t drink it; if you don’t like 

sculptures depicting naked bodies – don’t look at them; if you don’t like some music – don’t 

listen to it; if you don’t like a movie – don’t watch it, and so on. Western cities and museums are 

filled by naked sculptures, but nobody ever considered them as offensive (except of SJW).  

If Western people would allow different obscurantist groups to ban this and that, then such 

practice would destroy the very base of civilization. If we censor all art depicting 

nudity/sexuality it’s actually the end of civilization and returning to medieval obscurantism.  

Positive attitude toward different manifestations of human body and human sexuality is the base 

of Western science and technologies (Nonno 2015: 33 – 34).  

 

3. What can be done?  

 

I believe that an anthropologist should not be just a passerby (an observer) of negative trends; I 

suppose that anthropologists can and should make positive changes. I suppose that we, the 

people of civilization, can stop the above described unpleasant tendency by the following 

means: we all should post as much nudity and erotic in Facebook as we can. People who want to 

dwell within a Western society should respect Western values and one of such values is positive 

attitude toward different manifestations of human body and human sexuality. Multiculturalists 

like to speak about possibility of coexistence of different cultures/different customs, and that 

will be a good opportunity for them to show how they can respect different customs. Naked 

body and art about it aren’t sins, ideology inspiring hate is.   
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